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The performance of Vector Controlled Induction Motor drive depends on the accuracy of rotor
resistance which will vary with temperature and frequency. The MRAS approach using reactive power
and flux as a state variable for rotor resistance estimation makes MRAS computationally simpler and
easy to design. In this paper, Rotor Flux based MRAS (RF-MRAS) and Reactive Power based MRAS
(RP-MRAS) for rotor resistance estimation is designed and validated through MATLAB simulation.
The performance of these two methods are analyzed extensively and compared in terms of accuracy
and settling time. The suitable method for rotor resistance estimation for Space Vector PWM Inverter
fed induction motor drive is identified. The promising obtained results are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Induction motors have several advantages compared to
d.c motors: their low cost, robustness and reliability.
Although, d.c machines have traditionally been used for
high performance applications, the development of
power electronics has contributed to the use of advanced
control techniques that have made it possible to extend
the use of induction machines in those applications [1,
2]. One of these techniques is the well known field
oriented control. Traditionally, there have been two
conventional methods which field oriented control is
achieved by them: direct-field oriented control (DFOC)
and indirect field oriented control (IFOC). Direct field
oriented control requires explicit knowledge of the rotor
field orientation. Indirect field oriented controller
implements a closed-loop rotor flux controller and
requires the angular position of the rotor flux which is
calculated by integrating the angular speed [3]. This can
be computed using the rotor speed and the stator current
measurement. Unfortunately, the calculation of the
angular position of the rotor flux is very sensitive to
errors in rotor resistance which varies with the
temperature. If care is not taken to compensate for the
change, the flux orientation is lost, resulting in coupling
between the d- and q-axes variables which leads to the
*
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poor dynamic performance of the drive system [4-6].
Attention is focused for online estimation of rotor
resistance for improved performance of field oriented
control.
Various on-line rotor resistance estimation methods
are proposed in the literature [7-21]. They are Least
square sense Algorithm, spectral analysis techniques,
Observer based techniques and Model Reference
Adaptive System (MRAS). The MRAS scheme is
popularly used for rotor resistance estimation because of
its simpler implementation and less computational effort
compared to other methods. MRAS observers are based
on rotor flux and reactive power [5, 17]. In rotor flux
based MRAS, the rotor flux error between reference and
adjustable model is used by the adaptive mechanism for
rotor resistance estimation. Whereas, in reactive power
based MRAS, reactive power error is used instead of
rotor flux error. The selection of reactive power as a
state variable for MRAS based rotor resistance
estimator results in a simpler system model which is
easier to design. Both MRAS schemes have used PI
controller as a part of the adaptive mechanism for rotor
resistance estimation [10-12].
In this paper, two types of MRAS methods using
flux, reactive power based technique for rotor resistance
estimation is designed and validated through MATLAB
simulation. The performance of these two methods are
analyzed extensively and compared in terms of accuracy
and settling time. The suitable method for rotor
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resistance estimation for Space Vector PWM Inverter
fed induction motor drive is identified.
2. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SPACE VECTOR PWM
INVERTER FED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE WITH
ROTOR RESISTANCE ESTIMATOR
The vector control scheme presented here is indirect
field oriented control (rotor flux oriented control).
Figure 1 shows the overall block diagram of Space
Vector PWM Inverter fed Induction Motor drive system
with MRAS based rotor resistance estimator. The
system consists of an Induction Motor drive system,
rotor flux oriented control, Space Vector PWM Inverter
along with flux and reactive power based MRAS rotor
resistance estimator. Rotor flux oriented controller
consists of a PI speed controller, a current controller,
and a PWM generator.
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off, i.e., the corresponding a’, b’ (or) c’ is 0. Therefore,
the on and off states of the upper switches 1, 3 and 5 can
be used to determine the output voltage waveforms [22,
23]. The relationship between the switching variable
vector [a, b, c]t and the line-to-line voltage vector [Vab,
Vbc, Vca ]t is given by the following equation.
é Vab ù
é1 - 1 0ù éa ù
ê V ú = V ê0 1 - 1ú êb ú
dc ê
ê bc ú
úê ú
êë- 1 0 1ûú êëc ûú
ëê Vca ûú

(1)

Also, the relationship between the switching logic
variable vector [a, b, c]t and the phase voltage vector
[Van, Vbn, Vcn] t can be expressed below.
éVan ù
é2 - 1 - 1ù éa ù
êV ú = Vdc ê- 1 2 - 1ú ê bú
ê bn ú
úê ú
3 ê
êë- 1 - 1 2 ûú ëêc ûú
ëêVcn ûú

(2)

Table 1 and Figure 4 shows the eight inverter
voltage vectors (V0 to V7). From the table, the six nonzero space vectors are calculated in magnitude and
space angle and are shown in Figure 4.

3. SPACE VECTOR PWM INVERTER
The circuit model of a 6-pulse voltage source PWM
inverter is shown in Figure 2. Phase voltage waveforms
are shown in Figure 3 for 180° conduction mode. In
Figure 2, S1 to S6 are the six power switches that shape
the output, and are controlled by the logic variables a,
a’, b, b’, c and c’. When an upper switch is switched on,
i.e., when a, b (or) c is 1, the corresponding lower
switch is

Figure 2. Power circuit of a Three-phase Voltage source
Inverter
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Figure 4. Representation of Space Voltage Vector in Complex
Plane
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3. 1. Realization of Space Vector through PWM
In Space vector PWM inverter, six non-zero vectors and
two zero vectors are presented [5]. Six nonzero vectors
(V1-V6) shape the axes of a hexagon as depicted in
Figure 4. The angle between any two adjacent non-zero
vectors is 60 degrees. Meanwhile, two zero vectors (V0
and V7) are at the origin and apply zero voltage to the
load. The eight vectors are called the primary space
vectors and are denoted by V0, V1, V2…V7. The
objective of SVPWM is to approximate the reference
voltage vector Vref using the eight switching patterns.
One simple method of approximation is to generate the
average output of the inverter in a small period to be the
same as that of Vref in the same period. Tz is the period
of the high frequency modulating signal used for PWM
of the inverter output. Referring to Figure 5, the space
vector PWM is realized based on the following steps:
Step 1: Determine Vd, Vq, Vref and angle α
Step 2: Determine time duration T1, T2, T0
3. 1. 1. Step 1: Determine Vd, Vq, Vref and Angle α
From Figure 5, the Vd, Vq, Vref and angle α are functions
of time and are determined in terms of the instantaneous
phase voltages as follows:
1
1
Vd = Van - Vbn.cos 60 - Vcn.cos 60 = Van - Vbn - Vcn
2
2
3
3
Vq = 0 + Vbn.cos30 - Vcn.cos30 = Van +
Vbn Vcn
2
2
1
é
1 éVd ù 2 ê
2
ê
ê ú=
V
ê
3
3
ëê q ûú
ê0
2
ë

ù
ú
ú
3ú
ú
2 û

-

1
2

éVan ù
ê ú
êVbn ú
êëVcn úû

(3)

(4)

V ref = Vd 2 + Vq 2
-1 æ

Vq ö
÷÷ = wt = 2 pft
a = tan çç
è Vd ø

3. 1. 2. Step 2: Determine Time Duration T1, T2, T0
T1, T2, T0 represent the time widths for vectors V1, V2,
V0, a is the modulation index and the super bar
indicates average. By combining two successive
switching periods Tz, there will be four null vectors per
Ts, which is the sampling period.
3. 1. 3. Switching Time Duration at any Sector
With n representing sector number, (n=1,…6), the
intervals T1, T2 and T0 in any sector are derived as:
T1 =
=

T2 =
=

V dc
3 .T z . V ref
V dc

æ
n -1
æp
çç sin ç - a +
p
3
è3
è

öö
÷ ÷÷
øø

n
n
æ
ö
ç sin p cos a - cos p sin a ÷
3
3
è
ø

(5)

3 .Tz . V ref æ
n -1 ö ö
æ
ç sin çça p ÷÷ ÷÷
ç
3
Vdc
øø
è è
3 .Tz . V ref æ
n -1
n -1 ö
p + sin a . cos
p ÷÷
çç - cos a . sin
3
3
Vdc
è
ø

T0 = Tz - T1 - T2 ,

(6)
(7)

4. MRAS BASED ROTOR RESISTANCE ESTIMATION
The MRAS scheme consists of a reference model which
determines the desired states and adaptive (adjustable)
model which generates the estimated values of the
states. The error between these states is fed to an
adaptation mechanism to generate an estimated value of
the rotor resistance which is used to adjust the adaptive
model. This process continues till the error between two
outputs tends to zero.
TABLE 1. Switching Time Calculation at Each Sector
Sector Upper Switches
Lower Switches
( S1, S3, S5)
(S4, S6, S2)
1

S1 =T1+T2 + T0/2
S3 = T2+T0/2
S5 = T0/2

S4 = T0/2
S6 = T1+T0/2
S2 = T1 + T2 +T0/2

2

S1 = T1 + T0/2
S3 = T1 +T2+T0/2
S5 = T0/2

S4 = T2 +T0/2
S6 = T0/2
S2 = T1 + T2 +T0/2

3

S1 = T0/2
S3 = T1+ T2+T0/2
S5 = T2+T0/2

S4 = T1 + T2 +T0/2
S6 = T0/2
S2 = T1 + T0/2

4

S1 = T0/2
S3 = T1+T0/2
S5 =T1 + T2 +T0/2

S4 = T1 + T2 +T0/2
S6 = T2+T0/2
S2 = T0/2

5

S1 = T2 + T0/2
S3 = T0/2
S5 = T1+ T2+T0/2

S4 = T1 +T0/2
S6 = T1+ T2 +T0/2
S2 = T0/2

6

S1 =T1+T2 + T0/2
S3 = T0/2
S5 = T1+T0/2

S4 = T0/2
S6 = T1+ T2 +T0/2
S2 = T2 +T0/2

where, f=fundamental frequency and assuming α = 0 at
t=0.

Figure 5. Components of Voltage Space Vector

3 .T z . V ref
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Switching waveforms of S1 to S6 for all the sectors are
obtained and are shown in Table 1.
4. 1. MRAS Based Rotor Resistance Estimation
Using Rotor Flux The block diagram of Rotor FluxMRAS (RF-MRAS) is shown in Figure 6. In RFMRAS, the used state variable is the rotor flux. The
voltage model equations are used as the reference model
because it is independent of rotor resistance. This model
receives the machine stator voltages and current signals
and calculates the rotor flux vector signals. The current
model flux equations are used as an adaptive model
because it is dependent on rotor resistance. This model
can calculate fluxes from the input stator currents and
speed only if the rotor resistance is known [5]. The
equations defining the reference model and the adaptive
model of induction machine are given in Equations (8)
and (9) respectively.
The voltage model equations of the induction motor
is given as
é d l dr ù
ê dt ú Lr é évds ù é Rs + ss Ls
0
ù éids ù ù
ê
ú=
êê ú - ê
ú êiqs ú ú
0
d
l
qr
vqs
Rs
+
s
s
Ls
Lm
ê
ú
û ë ûû
ëë û ë
êë dt úû

(8)

é d ldr
ê
ê dt
ê d lqr
ê
ë dt

é -1
ù
ê
ú
ú = ê Tr
ê
ú
êw r
ú
êë
û

ù
-wr ú
é
ù
é
ù
ú ê l d r ú + L m ê id s ú
T r êë i q s ûú
- 1 ú ëê l q r ûú
ú
T r úû

(9)

The error signal is fed to the PI controller, which
yields estimated rotor resistance.
4. 2. MRAS Based Rotor Resistance Estimation
Using Reactive Power In S. Maiti et al.’s paper
[17], the MRAS-RP (Figure 7), the reference model and
adjustable model compute instantaneous reactive power
(Qref) and steady state reactive power (Qest) respectively.

Figure 6. Rotor Flux based MRAS for Rotor Resistance
Estimation

Note that the reference model is independent of slip
speed (ωsl) whereas the adjustable model depends on
ωsl. The error signal (ε = Qref − Qest) is fed to the
adaptation mechanism block (adaptation mechanism is
done using PI-controller), which yields estimated slip
speed (ωsl,est). The rotor resistance (Rr) is then calculated
from ωs,est .
Vds = Rs i ds + sLs

L d
L
d
ids + m ydr - sLswei qs - we m yqr
dt
Lr dt
Lr

(10)

Vqs = R s i qs + sLs

L d
L
d
iqs + m yqr + sLsweids + we m ydr
dt
L r dt
Lr

(11)

Where, w e = w r + w sl
The instantaneous reactive power is given as:
Q ref = Vqs i ds - Vds i qs

(12)

It is worthwhile to mention that the above
expressions of Q are free from stator resistance, which
is a notable feature of any reactive power-based scheme.
In steady state the derivative terms are zero.
Substituting Equations (10) and (11) in Equation (12):
Q est =w e sLs (i 2ds + i 2qs ) + w e

The current model equations of the induction motor
is given as

208

Lm
(y qr i qs + y dr i ds )
Lr

(13)

Substituting the condition ψdr =Lm ids and ψqr=0 for
the indirect field-oriented control Induction Motor drive
in Equation (11), the more simplified expression of Q is:
Q est =we sL s (i 2ds + i 2qs ) + we

L2m 2
i
L r ds

(14)

From the above expressions of Qref is chosen as the
reference model as it does not comprise any slip-speed
term. Qest may be used in the adjustable model.
Moreover, Qest is dependent on slip speed.

Figure 7. Reactive Power based MRAS for Rotor Resistance
Estimation
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of
estimating rotor resistance using MRAS-Rotor Flux
method and MRAS-Reactive Power method, a
simulation
model
has
been
developed
in
MATLAB/SIMULINK platform. The space vector
PWM based vector controlled drive is subjected to
changes in rotor resistance and the tracking capability of
both MRAS-RF and MRAS-RP method are compared.
Simulations have been done for various changes in Rr
for the operating condition of 415V/50Hz and rated load
of 7.5Nm and the performance of Rotor Resistance
Estimator has been analysed.

(a)

1. 100% step change in Rr
2. 100% trapezoidal change in Rr
Figure 8 shows the performance of RF-MRAS and
RP-MRAS for step change in rotor resistance. The rotor
resistance of 6.085 is step change to 12.17 (100%
change in Rr) at 1sec. From the obtained results, it is
observed that the Rr estimated from the RP-MRAS
closely tracks the actual with lesser error and settles
faster with the actual as compared to Rr estimated from
the RF-MRAS. It is also noted that the ripple content is
more in the Rr estimated from the RF-MRAS whereas in
RP-MRAS method ripple content in the estimated Rr is
found to be less.
Figure 9 shows the performance of both the MRAS
schemes for trapezoidal change in Rr. The Rr gradually
increases from 0.4sec to 0.8sec and reaches the value
from 6.085 to 12.17 (100% change in Rr). From 0.8sec
to 1.4sec, the value is maintained at 12.17. From 1.4sec
to 1.8sec, Rr decreases gradually and reaches again to
6.085. In this case, Rr also estimated from the RPMRAS which is having less ripple whereas ripple
content is more in the Rr estimated from the RF-MRAS.
Thus, for all the changes (step and trapezoidal change)
the performance of RP-MRAS is superior as compared
to RF-MRAS. The steady state error and settling time
for both the MRAS schemes for various changes in Rr
are consolidated and presented in Tables 2 and 4,
respectively.
The Tables 2 and 4 show that the error between
actual rotor resistance and estimated rotor resistance and
settling time for various changes in rotor resistance
using MRAS-RF and MRAS-RP methods and Table 3
and 5 shows the performance of MRAS-RF and MRASRP based rotor resistance estimator for various voltages
with rated load condition. From the obtained results, it
is observed that the error between the actual and
estimated Rr is always within 1.1% for MRAS-RP
method and 3% for MRAS- RF method. Settling time is
found to be approximately 0.05sec for MRAS-RP
method and 0.1sec for MRAS-RF method.

(b)
Figure 8. Actual and Estimated Rotor Resistance for 100%
step change a) RF – MRAS b) RP-MRAS

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Actual and Estimated Rotor Resistance for 100%
Trapezoidal change. a) RF – MRAS b) RP-MRAS
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TABLE 2. Estimator error and settling time for various change
in rotor resistance using MRAS – Rotor Flux (RF-MRAS)
Method
Change in
Rr (%)

Actual
Rr(ohms)

Estimated
Rr(ohms)

Settling
Time(sec)

Error
(%)

10

6.694

6.91

0.1

3.125

20

7.302

7.515

0.1

2.834

30

7.910

8.124

0.1

2.634

40

8.519

8.734

0.1

2.461

50

9.127

9.341

0.1

2.290

60

9.736

9.943

0.1

2.081

70

10.34

10.54

0.1

1.897

80

10.95

11.14

0.1

1.705

90

11.56

11.73

0.1

1.449

100

12.17

12.31

0.1

1.137

TABLE 3. MRAS-RF based rotor resistance estimation for
various voltages with rated load
S.no. Voltage (V)

Actual
Rrohms

Estimated
Rrohms

Error
(%)

Settling
Time (sec)

1

415

10.95

11.14

1.705

0.1

2

300

10.95

11.14

1.705

0.1

3

200

10.95

11.14

1.705

0.1

4

100

10.95

11.14

1.705

0.1

5

10

10.95

11.14

1.705

0.1

TABLE 4. Estimator error and settling time for various change
in rotor resistance using MRAS – Reactive Power (RP-MRAS)
Method
Change in
Rr (%)

Actual
Rr(ohms)

Estimated
Rr(ohms)

Settling

Error

Time(sec)

(%)

10

6.694

6.774

0.05

1.181

20

7.302

7.386

0.05

1.137

30

7.910

7.998

0.04

1.100

40

8.519

8.609

0.04

1.045

50

9.127

9.221

0.04

1.019

60

9.736

9.833

0.03

0.986

70

10.34

10.44

0.03

0.957

80

10.95

11.06

0.03

0.995

90

11.56

11.67

0.03

0.943

100

12.17

12.28

0.03

0.896

TABLE 6. Comparison of estimator error and settling time
between MRAS-RF and MRAS-RP methods
Methods

Error (%)

TABLE 5. MRAS-RP based rotor resistance estimation for
various voltages with rated load
Estimated
Rrohms

Error

(V)

Actual
Rrohms

(%)

Settling
Time
(sec)

1

415

10.95

11.06

0.995

0.03

2

300

10.95

11.06

0.995

0.03

3

200

10.95

11.06

0.995

0.03

4

100

10.95

11.06

0.995

0.03

5

10

10.95

11.06

0.995

0.03

S.no.

3

0.1

MRAS - RP

1.1

0.05

Voltage

The maximum estimation error and maximum settling
time for MRAS-RP and MRAS-RF based rotor
resistance estimator is discussed in Table 6. From Table
6, it is observed that the estimation error and settling
time of MRAS-RP method is found to be less compared
to MRAS-RF based method.
6. CONCLUSION
The performance of Vector Controlled Induction Motor
(IM) Drive to a large extent depends on the accuracy of
rotor resistance estimation. In this paper, MRAS based
rotor resistance estimator using Flux and reactive power
techniques is studied, designed and validated through
MATLAB simulation. Their performance is analyzed
extensively for various changes in rotor resistance and
compared in terms of accuracy and settling time. The
maximum percentage error of RP-MRAS is lesser than
the RF-MRAS method. The Rr estimated from the RPMRAS is having less ripple whereas the ripple content
is more in the Rr estimated from the RF-MRAS.
Selection of reactive power as a state variable in MRAS
technique makes the system simpler and easier to
design. Thus, RP-MRAS is identified to be superior in
terms of accuracy and settling time, as compared to RFMRAS and found to be promising for rotor resistance
estimation for Space Vector PWM Inverter fed
Induction Motor drives. The ripple content presented in
the Rr can be reduced using Neural Learning Based
MRAS and can be considered as future scope of this
work.
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APPENDIX
INDUCTION MOTOR RATINGS
Parameters

Values

Rated Power:

1.1 KW

Rated voltage:

415V

Rated current:

2.7A

Type:

3 Phase

Frequency:

50Hz

Number of poles:

4

Stator Resistance (Rs):

6.03Ω

Rotor Resistance (Rr):

6.085Ω

Magnetizing Inductance (Lm):

0.4893H

Stator Inductance (Ls):

0.5192H

Rotor Inductance (Lr):

0.5192H

Inertia Jtot:

0.01178Kgm2

Friction B:

0.0027Kgm2/s

Rated Torque:

7.5Nm
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ﻋﻨﻮان ﯾﮏ ﺣﺎﻟﺖ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﯿﺮ ﺑﺮاي ﺗﺨﻤﯿﻦ ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ روﺗﺎري ﺑﻪدﺳﺖ ﻣﯽاﯾﺪ )اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از اﯾﻦ روش( ﮐﻪ ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﻪ  MARSرا اﺳﺎنﺗﺮ

ﻧﻤﻮده و ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ را ﺳﺎدهﺗﺮ ﻣﯽﮐﻨﺪ .در اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ،ﺷﺎر روﺗﺎري ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس  (RF-MRAS) MRASو ﻧﯿﺮوي واﮐﻨﺶ ﺑﺮ

اﺳﺎس  (RP-MRAS) MRASﺑﺮاي ﺗﺨﻤﯿﻦ ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ روﺗﺎري ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ و اﻋﺘﺒﺎر ان ﺑﺎ اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از ﻧﺮماﻓﺰار ﻣﻄﻠﺐ
ﺷﺒﯿﻪﺳﺎزي ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ .ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد اﯾﻦ دو روش ﺑﻪ دﻗﺖ ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ ﺷﺪه و از ﻧﻈﺮ دﻗﺖ و زﻣﺎن ﺗﻪﻧﺸﯿﻨﯽ انﻫﺎ ﺑﺎ ﻫﻢ ﻣﻘﺎﯾﺴﻪ ﺷﺪه

اﺳﺖ .روش ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﺑﺮاي ﺗﺨﻤﯿﻦ ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ روﺗﺎري ﺑﺮاي ﺣﺎﻣﻞ ﻓﻀﺎﯾﯽ  PWMﻣﻌﮑﻮس ﮐﻨﻨﺪه ﻣﻮﺗﻮرﺳﻮاري اﻟﻘﺎﯾﯽ ﻧﯿﺰ
ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻦ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ و ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ ﺑﻪدﺳﺖ اﻣﺪه اراﺋﻪ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ.
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